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ABSTRACT 

Asymmetries and relative differential cross sections have been 

measured for elastic and inelastic scattering of 20.3 MeV polarized protons 

from light elements. . 12 16 24 25 26 27 The targets lncluded C, 0, Mg, Mg, Mg, Al, 

28 . 40 82, and Ca. Significant differences have been observed in both the 

asymmetries and cross sections for transitions with a given angular-momentum 

transfer. The shapes of the asymmetries for 27Al and 28si show some 

disagreement with the weak-coupling model prediction. Coupled-channels and 

h b f d f h . 2+ 4+ . 24 DWBA calculations ave een per orme or t e f2rst · and states 2n Mg 

and 28si, with several types of deformed spin-orbit potential. In principle it 

should be possible with a coupled-channels analysis to distinguish between 

vibrational and rotational models, and between positive and negative 

deformations. In fact, there are differences between the predictions of 

+ + 
these models. However, none of them gives a good account of the 2 and 4 

asymmetries in 24Mg and 28si even when the full Thomas form of the spin~orbit 

potential is used. Microscopic- and macroscopic-model DWBA predictions of 

the 3~ and 5~ asymmetries in 40ca yield fair agreement with the experimental 

data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Measurements of the asymmetry in the inelastic scattering of polarized 

1 2 protons from medium-weight nuclei have now been reported at 18.6, 20.3, 

3 4 . 5 
30, 40, and 49 MeV. ~esults for some light nuclei at several energies have 

also "been published. 6 Analyses of these data with the distorted-wave Born a'pproxi-

mation (DWBA) or coupled-chaimel methods (CC) have been reasonably successful for 

collective levels. When the distortion of the full Thomas term is included 

in the interaction, the DWBA predictions for 2+ states in the Ni isotopes at 

40 MeV, e.g., are very accurate. 7 Problems have appeared, however in attempts 

t . d "b th lt "th . . d 1 l, 2 o escr1 e e resu s w1 a m1croscop1c mo e . In the present paper, 

asymmetries are presented for inelastic proton scattering at 20.3 MeV from 

low-lying collective states in 12c, 16o, 24Mg, 25Mg, 26Mg, 27Al, 28si and 

40ca. A coupled-channels analysis of the data concentrates on 24Mg and 
28

si; 

predictions for 
40

ca are also shown. Results from an initial DWBA analysis 
. 8 

of some of these data have already been published. 

The rotational model provides a reasonably accurate description of 

the low-lying levels of 24
Mg and 25Mg, but the neighboring nuclei in the s-d 

shell are not so well understood. A study of differential cross sections9 

for inelastic proton scattering in this region showed a marked transition 

between strong coupling for 25Mg to weak coupling for 27Al. Deviations from 

the weak-coupling description could be revealed in differences. in the asymmetries 

for the low-lying states in 27 Al and the first 2+ state in 28si. The variations 

in the shapes of the asymmetries for a given orbital angular momentum transfer 

(L) are, in fact, generally interesting to study, since they indicate differences 

either in the structure of the states involved or in their mode of excitation. 
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Rotational and vibrational levels, e.g., may have different asymmetries. 

Provided the states can be simply described in terms of these macroscopic 

models, a coupled-channels analysis should adequately account for variations 

in the mode of excitation. 

After a brief description of the experimental details in Sect. II, 

the measured asymmetries are presented and discussed in Sect. III. Parameters 

of the spherical optical-model potential for 
24

Mg-
28

si are given in Sect. 

IV. The results of a coupled-channels analysis of several inelastic trans-

itions are also shown and discussed. The paper concludes with a short summary 

in Sect. V. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Details of the experimental arrangements have been described in 

Ref. 2. About 20 nA of 20.3 MeV polarized protons could generally be obtained 

on target at the Saclay sector-focused cyclotron with the external ionizer 

and trochoidal injection system.
10 

The beam polarization was normally about 

75%. Eight Si(Li) detectors were used to count the scattered protons; the 

over-all energy resolution in the eight systems was between 100 - 150 keV. 

The angular resolution was ± 2°. A carbon polarimeter continuously monitored 

the polarization of the incident beam. Two monitor counters placed above and 

below the beam line provided reliable normalization for relative cross-

section measurements. 

The purity and thickness of the targets used are listed in Table I. 

The magnesium targets were obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory; 

the silicon and calcium targets were evaporated at the Saclay Laboratory. A 

Mylar target was used for the carbon and oxygen measurements. 

~ i 

r 
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III.. RESULTS 

The measured differential asymmetries for many low-lying excited 

states in the nucl€i studied in the present experiment are shown in Figs. 1-9. 

The cross sections for a few states are shown in later figures, but they are 

. 9 
generally not illustrated since most are already available at 17.5 MeV. The 

asymmetry is normalized to 100% beam polarization and is defined as follows: 

A = 

The quantity PB is the measured polarization of the beam; N+ and N are 

the yields of a given state for incoming protons with spin up and spin down, 

respectively. The Basel sign convention is followed. 

The relative errors shown are generally purely statistical, unless 

peak separation or background subtraction was difficult, in which case the 

errors were increased appropriately. The use of a peak-stripping computer 

program allowed us to .obtain results for several states which were not 

included in Ref. 8. The absolute error due to uncertainty in the calibration 

of the beam polarimeter is about ± 5%. 

A. The L=2 Transitions 

1. Even-even nuclei 

Asymmetries for L=2 transitions in 24Mg, 26Mg, and 28si are shown 

in Fig. 1. No two of the curves are precisely the same, and some of the 

variations are quite large. All, however, have two large peaks of positive 

asymmetry, with the possible exception of the 4. 23-MeV state in 24Mg. The 
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data for t~e first 2 + (2~) states. in 
24

Mg and 
26

Mg are quite similar, but 

they are easily distinguishable from the 28si data by the large dip in the 

latter curve around 100°. + + The asymmetry for the second 2 ·. (2
2

) state in 

26
Mg at 2.94 MeV shows larger oscillations than any of the other curves. The 

results for the 2; state in 24Mg are scanty but even these show differences 

from the other data. 

Considerable variations are also observed in the differential cross 

sections at this energy, as well as at 17.5 Mev, 9 49.5 Mev,
11 

and 55 Mev.
12 

At 49.5 MeV, e.g., the relative cross sections for the two 2+ states in 
24

Mg 

are quite different. At 55 MeV, the shape and yield of the 2: states in 

26 . 28 . 
Mg and Sl are almost identical, but they are different from the results 

. for the 24Mg 2~ state. The cross section for the 2; state in 26Mg at 55 MeV 

deviates quite markedly from all these shapes. At the lower energies, 17.5 

and 20.3 MeV, 
. + . . 26 

the cross section for the 21 state in Mg resembles that for the 

24 + 
Mg 21 state more closely than that for the 28si 2~ state. The angular 

distributions + . 24 28 
of the 41 states in Mg, and Si ·are also very different. The 

20.3-MeV data are generally consistent with the 17.5 MeV data, but there are 

some differences in details, particularly at large angles. For example, the 

+ . 26 
angular distributions for the two 2 states in Mg are very similar to each 

other at 20.3 MeV, while at 17.5 MeV a rather large difference between the 

two appears around 120°. 

Since the structure of the nuclei is changing rapidly in this region 

of the periodic table, it is probably not surprising to find the variations 

observed in passing from one nucleus to the next. While 
24

Mg has a well

established rotational structure, the· rotational structure of 26Mg is not apparent. 

,. 

' 

,. 
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Hartree-Fock calculations13 of the ground..,.state of 28s·i indicate that a 

spherical solution lies considerably higher in energy than a deformed 

solution, but the oblate and prolate solutions lie close together. At the 

time the present experiments and calculations were performed, the deformed 

nature of 28si had not yet received extensive confirmation. Very recently, 

14 + however, Alexander et al. measured the quad.ropole moment of the_ 2
1 

state and 

determined that its shape is oblate. Bar Touv and Goswami15- have also indicated 

that the rotational model can explain the energy levels and transition rates 

. th d t t b d f 28s . . 1 . d d . . . th th ~n e groun -s a e an o ~ very n~ce y prov~ e some m~x~ng w~ e 

spherical state is allowed. They assumed, however, that the 4.97-MeV level 

in 28si is the spherical 0+ state, and there is little experimental evidence 

+ to justify this assumption. Finally, differences in the 41 cross sections 

for 
24

Mg and 28si at 17.5 MeV have been explained16 as due to a large positive 

28 . 24 
hexadecapole moment in the ground state of s~; Mg was found to have a 

very small, and possibly negative, hexadecapole moment. 

2. Odd nuclei 

The weak-coupling model has been applied with considerable success 

to 27Al. This model provides a good explanation of the relative cross sections 

of the 0.842- (1/2+), 1.013- (3/2+), 2.212- (7/2+), 2.731- (5/2+), and 

+ . 27 + 3.00-MeV (9/2 ) levels ~n Al and the 21 

observed, e.g., in (p,p'), 9 (d,d'),17 and 

state in 28si at 1.77 MeV, 

(e,e 1
)
18 experiments. In its 

simplest form, all these 27Al levels except the 5/2+ states are supposed to 

arise simply from the coupling of a d
512 

proton hole to the 2~ state in 28si. 

The 5/2+ ground state and the 2.731-MeV 5/2+ state are orthogonal combinations 

+ + of a d
512 

hole coupled to the 0 and the 21 state. The wave functions of 
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these two 5/2+ states can then be written: 

1/Jgs = (l-A
2

)
1

/ 2 Io,5/2,5/2) + Aj2,5/2,5/2) 

+ (1-A2 )112 !2,5/2,5/2) 
(l) 

1jJ5/2+ * = -Aj0,5/2,5/2) 

The value of A has been determined9 to be about 0.45. 

With respect to the present data, the simple excited-core model 

predicts that the shapes of the differential asymmetries for the five excited 

states in 27Al should be the same as that for the 2~ state in 28si. The data 

for 27Al are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the curves for the l/2~, 3/2+ and 

+ 9/2 states are very similar to each other and show the deep minimum at 100° 

characteristic of the 2~ state of 
28

si. However, the 5/2+ and 7/2+ curves 

show variations from the simple prediction. Both these states were cleanly 

resolved from neighboring states, whereas the l/2~ and 3/2+ levels were 

separated with difficulty. + The 9/2 level at 3.00 MeV could not be separated 

from the 3/2+ level at 2.976 MeV, but there is evidence from the 17.5 MeV work9 

that the cross section is due almost entirely to excitation of the 9/2+ 

state. The deviations thus do not seem to be experimental in origin and should 

be ascribed to a failure of the simple model. 

The model has not, in fact, been able to explain all previous data. 

The (p,p') cross sections for the states in 27Al show fair agreement in 

shape, but at both 17.5 and 20.3 MeV they show rather large deviations from 

the 
28

si 2~ distribution at angles larger than 80°. The differential 

cross section for the 7/2+ state in the 27Al (d,d') reaction17 at 12 MeV 

18 
was different from that of the other states; Bishop and Lombard have 

~· 

' 

... 
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observed that this state must retain some rotational character· to explain 

their electron scattering results. + However, if the discrepancy for the 7/2· 

asymmetry can be ascribed to a rotational component in its wave function, it 

is not clear why this does not affect the 9/2+ distribution as well. 

The strong coupling model has generally been used to describe the 

1 1 f th th dd A 1 • th" . • t • t • 25Mno eve s o e o er o - nuc eus ~n ~s ~nves ~ga ~on, ··~· Asymmetries 

measured for the low-lying states are shown in Fig. 3. The measured shapes 

of the differential cross sections at 17.5 .MeV for all these states in 25Mg 

are very similar, and the same is true at this energy. The asymmetries, 

however, show large variations. The 1.61 MeV 7/2+ level is the second member 

of the rotational band built on the ground state; its cross section and asymmetry 

might thus be expected to closely resemble the corresponding curves for the 

2+ . 24M 26M.,. . d" . • . 1 . ful 
1 states 1n g or ··~· Th~s pre ~ct~on ~s certa~n y not prec1sely ~ 

filled, although the curves are more similar to the data for 24Mg or 26Mg 

28 . + ' + 
than to the data for Si. The 0.58-MeV (1/2 ), 0.98-MeV (3/2 ), and 1.96-MeV 

+ . 
( 5/2 ) states are the low-ly~ng members of a second rotatio.nal band built on 

a different particle state. The shapes of these asymmetry distributions are 

not necessarily expected to reflect the shapes of 1=2 transitions in the 

neighboring nuclei or to exactly resemble each other. The variations 

observed are thus not unreasonable even in terms of the rotational model. 

3. The 1=4 transitions 
+ . 

Strong transitions to 4 states have been observed at 4.12 and 6.00 

MeV in 
24

Mg and at 4.61 MeV in 
28

si; the asymmetry data are illustrated in 

Fig. 4. Clearly, there is little similarity among the three curves. 

Differential cross sections for the two states in 24Mg are also very different 
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from each other; the 
28

si cross section is, however, similar in shape to 

. . 24 . l6 
the cross section for the 6.00-MeV state in Mg. As noted above, the 

differences in the cross ~ections for the 4.12-MeV state in 24
Mg and the 

4.61 MeV state in 28si can be explained if 28si is assumed to have a large 

hexadecapole deformation. 

4. 1=0 transitions 

The asymmetries measured for the 0+ states at 6.44 MeV in 24Mg and 

3.58 MeV in 26Mg both show very large amplitude oscillations which are 

reminiscent of elastic scattering distributions. They are shoWn in Fig. 5. 

Cross sections for these states measured at 17.5 MeV were both strongly 

forward-peaked, but otherwise quite different from each other. 

5. Unnatural-parity transitions 

+ Transitions to 3 states were observed in the three even-even nuclei; 

the asymmetries are illustrated in Fig. 6. Clearly, there is no characteristic 

shape. The relative cross sections for all these states are rather flat at 

both 17.5 and 20.3 MeV; there is some structure but it is not the same at the 

two energies. 

6. 12c, 16o, and 40ca 

The asymmetries for the ground states and for low-lying excited states 

in 12c, 16o. and 40ca are shown in Figs. 7-9. The data for 12c are in only 

qualitative agreement with the data taken by Craig et al. 19 at 20.3 MeV; the 

discrepancies are probably due to the resonances observed at nearby energies. 

The present data were repeated many times over the course of several months 

with consistent results. In addition, the 16o data were taken at the same 

time. The elastic data for 16o agree well with the data of Boschitz et a1.
20 

ti 

. ' 

t 
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at 20.7 MeV. However, Lowe
21 

has reported resonance structure in 16o elastic 

scattering at 20.3 MeV; this makes the agreement between the 20.3- and the 

4o 20.7-MeV data surprising. The elastic data for Ca are in good agreement 

22 
with data taken recently at Berkeley at the same energy. 

The curve in Fig. 7 showing the asymmetry for the excited o+ state 

in 12c at 7.65 MeV displays the same very large oscillations observed for 

0+ asymmetries in 24
Mg and 26Mg. The asymmetries for the first 2+ states 

in 12c and 16o at 4.43 and 6.92 MeV (Figs. 8-9) do not resemble each other 

th f L 2 t •t• · 24Mg 28s· Th d t f th or e curves or any = rans~ ~ons ~n - ~. e a a or e 

- . 16 40 3 states ~n 0 and Ca are also quite different from each other. Note 

that the 3- curve in 
40

ca is completely out of phase with the 5~ curve. 

16 Finally, the asymmetries for the 1- and 2- states in 0 are also shown in 

Fig. 8. 

IV • /ANALYSIS 

A. Optical Parameters (24
Mg -

28si) 

The determination of optical parameters for 24Mg - 28si is complicated 

by the strong coupling between the excited states and the ground state. In 

their analysis of inelastic alpha scattering in the rare-earth region, Hendrie 

. 23 . et al. obtained excellent results by first obtaining opt~cal-model parameters 

for a nearby spherical nucleus, and then using these same parameters in 

coupled-channels calculations for the deformed nuclei. Unfortunately there is 

no nearby spherical nucleus to use as a starting point for the present analysis. 

In addition, it is not clear that the "spherical" parameters should remain 

constant, since the mass of these nuclei is low. The addition of spin also 
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makes the parameter search more difficult. Finally, since we neglect possible 

spin-spin forces in the optical potential and the angular-dependent terms in 

the full Thomas form of the spin-orbit term in the optical potential; the para~ 

meters for odd-A nuclei might be expected to be somewhat different from the 

parameters for even-A nuclei. 

The search code MERCY, a ~odified version of SEEK, 24 was used to obtain 

simultaneous fits to the elastic cross sections and polarizations; the coupling 

to the excited states was neglected. The definition of the optical potential 

1 and the search procedures employed are standard; the absolute normalization 

of the data was included in the search. Errors on the cross sections were 

uniformly set at ± 10%; the errors on the polarization were fixed at ± 0.03. 

Corrections arising from the finite angular acceptance of the detectors were 

not included. 

Calculations were carried out with three different sets of fixed 

geometrical parameters which have appeared in the literature. 25 The 

strength parameters V, WD, and V , and the spin-orbit radius 
so 

r were so 

left as free parameters in the searches. The values of x2
/N ranged from 9.0 

for 25
Mg to 28.5 for 

28
si. 

Since the fixed-geometry searches did not yield very good fits to the 

data, a search on all nine parameters of the optical potential was performed. 

This search produced the fits to the elastic polarizations and cross sections 

shown in Figs. 10-11. These fits are still only fair, especially in com

parison with the fits found in Ref. 1 for 90Zr, 92Zr, and 92Mo. The final 

parameter values are listed in Table II. The nucleus to nucleus variations are 

considerable, much larger than the variations in the parameters for the heavy 

rr . 
I 

.• 

I'' • 
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nuclei. Some of these variations could be considerably reduced with little 

sacrifice in the quality of the fit. It is interesting to note that r is 
so 

generally at least 20% smaller than the central radius; in heavier nuclei this 

difference is usually about 10 - 15%. 

Since it has sometimes been found necessary4 to have very good fits 

to the elastic polarization in order to obtain good fits to inelastic asymmetry 

data, searches were also made on the polarization data alone for 24Mg and 28si. 

However, the best fits are very little better than those illustrated in Fig. 11. 

Better fits were obtained by including an imaginary spin-orbit term with a 

strength between 0.0 and + 1.0 MeV. However, the inclusion of this term makes 

+ 
the 2 asymmetry predictions considerably worse. 

B. Coupled Channels and DWBA 

The Oxford coupled-channels program
26 

was used to interpret the inelastic 

scattering cross sections and asymmetries. Both rotational and vibrational 

models are allowed; the entire optical potential can be deformed. In the 

vibrational model, terms up to second order in the Taylor expansion of the 

optical potential can be included. In the rotational model, on the other hand, 

the calculation is correct to all orders in the interaction potential, since 

a Legendre expansion is used. In the small coupling limit, where the DWBA 

is valid, the two models give the same results. When the coupling is sufficiently 

strong, however, the predictions need not be similar, and cross section and 

asymmetry measurements can in principle distinguish between the models. However, 

the predictions for the vibrational model may be sensitive to the number of 

terms retained in the Taylor expansion. 
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Both the vibrational and rotational models assume that the nuclear 

surface should be represented by the shape: 

where 

R(8,¢) = R [1 + ~ (8,¢)) 
0 . . . 

~(8,¢) = ~ aA~ Y~ (8,¢) 
A~ 

is.directly related to the deformation parameter and y~ 
A is a 

spherical harmonic. In the rotational model, B represents the static deformation 

of the nucleus in the rotational band built upon the ground state. In the 

vibrational model, B is a dynamical deformation parameter which describes 

the amplitude of the vibrations about a spherical equilibrium state. The 

form that the optical potential U(r) takes under this deformation is not 

well-defined.
6 

Two methods have generally been used. The first is to 

replace U(r) by U(r-R). The second is to replace R , whenever it appears 
0 .· 

in the undeformed potential, by R(8). The two methods give equivalent 

descriptions of the inelastic scattering provided the deformation of the spin-

orbit term in the potential is not important. The two methods do not, however, 

yield equivalent forms of the deformed spin orbit term (DSO). The first method. 

yields the form used in previous vibrational-model calculations by the Saclay 

1 group. It will be referred to as tyPe I: 

R 
Vs

0
(r) = 2°2 2e(l+e)-3 [a(l+e) + r(e-1)] 

a r 
(2) 

• 

.... 
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where e is l/3 exp[r-R A /a]. 
0 

The second method has been used by the Oak 

4 
Ridge group and others, and yields the form which will be referred to as type 

II: 

R . 
Vs

0
(r) = 2° 2 2e(l+e)-3 [r(e-1)] 

a r 

Note that type I includes an extra term inside the brackets. 

(3) 

In addition to these two methods, the full Thomas (FT) form of the 

deformed spin-orbit potential has also been used with success by Sherif and 

Blair. 7 They write the spin-orbit term in the optical potential as 

follows: 

U (r,8,¢) 
s 

= (.__!!__ )
2 

cr • [\7 p(r) x ~] 
mrrc 1 

(4) 

where p(r) is the nuclear matter density. If the angular dependence of 

the gradient operator acting on p(r) is neglected, this expression reduces 

to the standard £ · cr form. The angle-dependent terms can affect the 

inelastic predictions, and generally they have been found7 to improve the 

fits to inelastic asymmetry and spin-flip data. The Oxford program does not 

include the full Thomas form, but some DWBA calculations have been carried 

out with the program of Sherif and the results are described below. The 

radial part of the FT deformed spin-orbit potential in his program is equivalent 

to the t'ype II term above. 

'• 
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Coupled-channels 6a.lcUlations With type I and type· II terms 

+ + + 24 28 
have been performed for the 0' , 2· 

1
, and 4

1 
states in Mg and Si. Our 

primary interest, of course, lies in the quality of the predictions of the 

+ + 2 1 and 41 asymmetries. However, we also want to know whether the asymmetry 

data can distinguish between rotational and vibrational models, and between 

positive and negative deformations. The CC calculations shown here used optical 

parameters which were not adjusted from the spherical values; only the fine 

details of the asymmetry predictions are affected when the adjusted values 

are used. 

1. Elastic scattering and polarization 

When the parameters of Table II are used in a CC . calculation,· the. 

predicted elastic scattering polarization and cross section are changed con-

siderably. 24 
This comparison is illustrated in Figs. 12-13 for Mg. A deformation 

parameter 82 of 0.49 was assumed for the rotational and vibrational model 

+ + calculations and coupling to the first 2· and 4 states was ·included. The 

curves labeled DWBA are the spherical optical-model fits to the data; they are 

identical to those shown in Figs. 10-11. The quality of the fit to the elastic 

polarization data between 60-90° is improved when the strong coupling is 

included; at back angles, however, the CC fit is somewhat worse. For the cross 

section, the DWBA fit is considerably better than the other two. 

v 
0 

If the spherical optical model parameters are adjusted by decreasing 

and WD, the CC fit to the cross section can be made almost as good as the 

spherical fit. When this is done, the CC polarization prediction is almost 

identical to the spherical prediction at angles up to 100°. To improve the 

CC polarization fit at back angles requires finer parameter adjustments. 

i 

-~ 

'-'·' 
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Further calculations show that the predictions of both the elastic 

polarization and the cross section are little affected by the inclusion of the 

4+ 
1 state unless some s4 deformation is added. The predictions do depend, 

of course, on whether the entire optical potential is deformed, or just 

certain parts of it. For the curves of Figs. 12-13, all terms, real, imaginary, 

and spin-orbit, were deformed. The predictions of the elastic scattering are 

not sensitive to the type of spin-orbit deformation. 

+ 
2. The 2 states 

Predictions of the asymmetry and cross sections for the 2+ state 
1 

in 
24

Mg and 
28

si are shown in Figs. 14-15. All curves illustrated have been 

calculated with the entire optical potential deformed, since the predictions 

of the asymmetry are almost invariably improved by the inclusion of deformed 

imaginary and spin-orbit terms. The DSO term has little effect on the cross 

sections; the effect of complex coupling on the cross-section predictions is 

+ variable. In the CC calculations shown, the ground-state, the 2
1 

state, and 

+ the 41 state have generally been included. When no direct transition to the 

+ 4
1 

state was allowed, i.e., when + was set to zero, the 4
1 

state could be 

omitted from the CC calculation with almost no effect on the o+ and 2+ 

predictions. 

The value of (3
2 

24 
for Mg was set to +0.49, the value obtained in 

11 a CC analysis of 49.5-MeV inelastic proton scattering by Rush and Ganguly. 

Since absolute cross sections were not obt~ined in the present work, this 

value could not be checked. However, a very similar value, +0.47, has been 
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recently obtained from the CC analysis of 17.5-MeV proton scattering.16 For 
28 . . 

Si, the value of S2 was generally set at 0.55, the value obtained in 

several DWBA analyses of proton scattering. 9 ' 27 However, the CC analysis of 

th 17 5 M V d t 16 . e . e a a g1ves a s2 of about 0.34. Thus, the effects of the strong 

coupling are somewhat overestimated for 28si. When a non-zero value of s 4 

was included in the present calculations, it was set to +0.33. The values of 

16 . 24 . 28 
obtained from the 17.5 MeV analysis are -0.05 for Mg and +0.25 for Si. 

The CC rotational-model prediction for the 2+ asymmetry in 24Mg is 
l 

shown in Fig. 14A; a type II DSO term was used with the optical parameters 

of Table II. It is clear that the forward maximum is not predicted, whereas 

the back-angle peak is fitted fairly well. If the parameters are adjusted to 

fit the elastic cross-section, almost no change is observed in the predicted 

+ asymmetry of the 21 state. The forward maximum appears also in data at higher 

. 4 ,ll t 11 1 th h" h f"t al t th" energ1es, a sma er ang es; e 1g -energy 1 s are so poor a 1s 

maximum, unless the magnitude of the DSO term is arbitrarily increased. 

Curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 14B correspond to DWBA calculations with a type 

II DSO term, with and without the angle-dependent term of the full-Thomas 

spin-orbit potential. The CC rotational model calculation (curve 3) is 

the curve of Fig. 14A. Note that the effect of including the strong coupling 

in the calculation is to reduce the predicted maximum near 70°, while 

including theFT term increases it (curve 2). 

Illustrated in Fig. 14C are three curves with a type I DSO term. The 

DWBA prediction (curve 1), is positive at the 70° maximum, and is quite similar 

to the FT curve (2) in Fig. 14B. The radial part of the FT deformed spin-orbit 

.,. I 
I 

i 

... 
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term is of type II. The fact that curve 1 is similar to theFT prediction 

indicates that the FT prediction could be improved by including a type I 

radial part instead of type II. The other two curves in Fig. 14B are 

CC vibrational-model calculations with the expansion extended to first and 

second order, respectively. Including the first-order coupling (curve 2) 

decreases the 70° maximum considerably; the second-order term increases it 

again, but shifts it out of phase (curve 3). Since the difference between 

curves 2 and 3 is so large, it is reasonable to assume that .some of the 

differences between the rotational-model calculations (Fig. 14A) and these 

vibrational-model calculations may be due to the neglect of third and higher 

order terms in the vibrational expansion. 

Some CC predictions for 28si asymmetries are shown in Fig. 15. The 

three curves correspond to rotational-model calculations (type II) with 

s2 = +0.55 (1), and s2 = -0.55 (2), and a second-order vibrational model 

calculation (type I) with S2 = 0.55 and s4 = 0.33. Since the recent measure

ment of the quadrupole moment of the 2i state indicates that 
28

si has an 

oblate deformation,
14 

we should expect the rotational model prediction with a 

negative S2 to give the best agreement. In fact, the oblate prediction is 

better than the prolate prediction, but both are far from reproducing the forward 

maximum. It is interesting, however, that the measured asymmetry for 
28

si 

at the 70° maximum is more positive than for 
24Mg; at least this dif~erence 

is predicted by the calculations. However, both rotational-model predictions 

are worse than the vibrational-model curve, although the neglect of third and 

higher order terms may be important, as discussed above. Note finally that 

for a given type of calculation the asymmetry predictions for 
24

Mg and 
28

si 
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are very similar, even though the optical parameters of Table II are quite 

different. 

The fits to the cross sections shown in Figs. 16-17 are fair. 

Rotational model CC curves are shown, S2 is positive for 24Mg and negative 

for 
28

si. The parameters of Table II are used. The main effect of adjusting 

these parameters to fit the elastic scattering is to change the absolute 

magnitude of the predictions, but the normalization here is arbitrary. 

However, the modifications also tend to improve the fits at back angles. 

Many other cross section predictions have been made, with different values 

of S, with different optical parameters, and with the vibrational model • 

. Generally the differences between these predicted angular distributions are too 

small to be experimentally distinguishable. 

+ The 4. states 

+ . + 
The 4 state of a rotational band built upon a 0 ground state 

cannot be excited in first order unless the nucleus has a hexadecapole deformation. 

A two-phonon state in a vibrational model must also be excited by a multiple-

excitation process, whereas a one-phonon vibrational state can be excited 

in first order. Predictions of the asymmetry for the 4~ states in 24
Mg and 

28
si for these modes of excitation are shown in Figs. 18-19. Type I DSO 

terms were used in the vibrational-model calculations, and type II DSO terms 

were used in the rotational-model calculations. Agreement with the experimental 

data is uniformly poor. 
. . 24 

Illustrated in Fig. 18A is the CC rotational-model curve for Mg 

with s2 only (S4 was found to be very small in the work of Ref. 16). 

Again, the prediction is not sensitive to the optical parameters. 

.. 

±.. 
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. The predictions of other model assumptions are· shown in Fig. 18B. 

Curve (1) is the same type of calculation as shoWn in Fig. 18A, but 84 . 

deformation has been included. Curve (2) is a CC vibrational-model 

calculation for a two-phonon 4+ state, with 82 only. Curve (3) is a CC 

vibrational-model calculation for a erie phonon 4+ state; both 82 and B4 

are included. The differences between the predicted curves are quite large, 

but none gives any hint of a large peak at about 60°. The two-phonon prediction 

(curve 2) is reasonably similar to the curve of Fig. 18A; neither includes 

first-order contributions. The two curves (1 and 3) which do include first-

order contributions are similar at forward angles. 

The rotational-model prediction for 28si is shown in Fig. 19A; S
2 

and 84 are included. The inclusion of s4 was necessary to account for the 

shape and magnitude of the 17.5 MeV cross section, but it does not improve 

the fit to the asymmetry. In Fig. 19B are two DWBA curves , the one with a 

type I DSO term, and the other with theFT term. ·The two are very similar 

and fail to reproduce the data. 

+ . 24 28 . The fits obtained to the 4
1 

cross sect2ons for Mg and 82 are 

presented in Figs. 20-21. The CC rotational-model curve for 
24Mg with 82 

only (Fig. 20) does not give a good fit with the parameters of Table II; 

readjusting the parameters to fit the elastic scattering improves the agree

ment at back angles. The CC rotational model prediction for 28si (Fig. 21) 

includes and gives a reasonably good fit to the data. Without 
' 

prediction is very similar to the prediction for 24Mg. Vibrational-model 

+ . 
calculations for the 4 states closely resemble the rotational-model calculations. 

The rotational-model curve calculated without 84 resembles a two-phonon 
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vibrational-model curve; with s4 ~ the rotational-model prediction is similar 

to a one-phonon vibrational-model prediction. 

4. 40ca 

Both macroscopic· and microscopic calculations have been carried out 

- - 4o for the first 3 and 5 states in Ca. The microscopic curves have been 

c·alculated by R. Schaeffer
28 

using the wave functions of Gillet and Sanderson. 29 

The cross sections and asymmetries that hehas computed are shown in Figs. 22-23. 

The contribution of the knock-on exchange amplitudes has been included to a 

good approximation in some of these curves; a Serber exchange mixture was 

assumed. The effects of exchange on the absolute magnitude of the predicted 

cross sections are large and clearly important; however, the shapes of the 

asymmetries and differential cross sections are not grossly changed. The 

asymmetry for the 5~ state shows_ reasonable agreement, either with or without 

exchange, but the cross section does not;. for·the 3~ state, the cross section 

prediction is reasonably good, but the asymmetry is poorly fit. 

The DWBA macroscopic-model predictions of the asymmetry are 

illustrated in Fig. 24. The.fits are somewhat better than the fits obtained 

with the microscopic model. The full Thomas term improves the fit to the 

asymmetry of the 5~ state but makes the agreement for the 3~ state somewhat 

worse. The good agreement with the 5~ state is interesting because it indicates 

that the difficulties with the 4~ states in 
24

Mg and 
28

si do not arise simply 

because of the high spin of these·states. 
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Asymmetries measured for a given value of the angular momentuci transfer 

show rather large differences from one nucleus to the neighboring one, although 

some gross features of the curves remain constant~ such as the peaks at 70° 

and l20°.for 1=2 transitions. The differential cross sections for a given 

1 transfer also vary widely. The shapes, however, generally agree quite well 

with those measured by Crawley and Garvey9 at 17.5 MeV. In addition, the 

forward peak in the 1=2 asymmetries has also been observed at 30, 40, and 49 

MeV. These two observations indicate that compound nucleus contributions are 

nJt important, except perhaps for excited o! states and unnatural parity states 

which have small cross sections; Some discrepancies with the predictions of 

a pure weak-coupling model for 27Al were found~ especially in the shapes of 

the asymmetries for the 5/2+ and 7/2+ levels at 2.73 and 2.21 MeV. Very large 

asymmetries were measured for excited 0+ states, comparable in magnitude to 

the polarization in elastic scattering. The shapes of the asymmetry curves 

for 3+ states showed the largest nucleus-to-nucleus variations. 

The theoretical analysis of the 2~ and 4~ asymmetries in 
24

Mg and 

28si yielded disappointing results. These results must be considered preliminary 

in the sense that no search was made on the optical parameters with the effects 

of strong coupling included. However it is unlikely that a set of optical 

parameters can be found to reproduce the 2+ and 4+ asymmetries. We have in 

fact tried a large number of parameter sets without success; thepredictions 

are not very sensitive to the parameters. Further, the one adjustment of the 

optical parameters which does make a significant improvement in the fits to the 

elastic polarization, viz., the inclusion of a positive imaginary spin-orbit 

potential, makes the fits to the asymmetries considerably worse. 
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The effects of strong coupling are important in describing both the 

elastic and inelastic asymmetries and cross sections. ·Differences were 

usually found between the predictions of the rotational and vibrational models, 

but neither gave a good fit to the data for 1=2 or 1=4 transitions. Some 

of the differences between the two models. may be due to the neglect of terms of 

higher than second order in the vibrational model expansion. The predicted 

asynmietries for 
28

si with a positive and a.negative deformation parameter are 

also significantly different, but both are in poor agreement with the data. 

The analysis of the 4~ asymmetries in 24Mg and 28si adds no new information on 

the hexadecapole deformations of these nuclei. 

Calculations were performed with two different types of radial 

dependence in the deformed spin-orbit term, and also with the full Thomas 

expression of the spin-orbit term. The type I predictions {Eq. (2)) were 

consistently better.than the type II predictions (Eq. (3)) for 1=2 transitions. 

Differences between these two types of calculation have previously been found 

to be very small for heavier nuclei. TheFT predictions are also superior to 

the type II curves; a comparison of a rotational model CC curve. with an FT 

(DWBA) prediction reveals a clear preference for the latter. However, the 

FT (DWBA) and type I (DWBA) predictions can hardly be distinguished from each 

other. 

Microscopic- and macroscopic-model DWBA predictions of the asymmetries 

of the 
- ~ . 4o · · ·· 

3
1 

and 5
1 

states in Ca yielded fair agreement with the experimental 
. - . . . . 

data. The vibrational model fit to the 5:- asymmetry is quite good, in fact, 

when the full Thomas term is included. Thus the failure to obtain good fits 

h 4+ . 24Mg d 2.8s· . t. b 'b d. . ly t th h' h. . to t e states 1n an 1 canna e ascr1 e s1mp . o e 1g sp1n. ;. 
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Table t. 

Target Thickness Purity 
. 2 

(mg/cm ) (%) 
.... 

Mylar 1.0 

24Mg 1.0 99-5 

25Mg 1.7 99-5 

26Mg 2.3 99.8 

27Al 1.4 natural 

28Si 3.7 natural 

4oca 1.0 natural 



v WD v r a ri . so 0 0 

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (f) (f) (f) 

24Mg 47.8 8.46 5-15 1.21 0.61 1.14 

25Mg 42.82 6.88 4.18 1.26 o.67 1.42 

26Mg 55.43 9.68 9.00 1.15 0.67 1.31 

27Al 51.34 10.08 7.14 1.17 0.67 1.37 

28Si 45.57 7-91 4.08 1.20 0.65 1.44 

~ 1" 

Table II. 

2 
a I r a Xa so so 
(f) (f) (f) 

0.54 0.97 0.32 37 

0.37 1.04 0.34 80 

0.42 0.80 0.97 117 

0.34 0.90 0.80 112 

0.41 0.97 0.35 76 

2 x2
/N X p 

301 8.68 

178 6.32 

137 5.34 

172 6.93 

185 7-31 

aR 
(mb) 

711 

665 

744 

712 

760 
I 

1\) 
CP 
I 

c::: 
0 

~ 
I 
I-' 
CP 
\0 
1\) 

.....;J 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Measured values of the asymmetry normalized to 100% beam polarization for 

1 2 t . . . . 24Mg 26Mg d 288 . Th . . = rans1t1ons 1n , , an 1. e curves are v1sual gu1des. 

Fig. 2. Measured asymmetries for transitions in 27Al. The curves are visual 

guides. 

F . 3 M d t ' :f t 't' ~n 25Mg. 1g. . easure asymme r1es or rans1 10ns ~ The curves are visual 

guides. 

Fig. 4. Measured asymmetries for 1=4 transitions in 24Mg and 28si. The curves 

are visual guides. 

Fig. 5. Measured asymmetries for L=O transitions in 24Mg and 26Mg. The curves 

are visual guides. 

Fig. 6. + Measured asymmetries for- 3 states. The curves are visual guides. 

Fig. 7. Measured polarization in elastic scattering :from 12c, 16o, and 40ca. 

The asymmetry for the excited 0+ state at 7.65 MeV in 12c is also shown. 

The curves are visual guides. 

Fig. 8. Measured asymmetries for transitions in 16o. The curves are visual 

guides. 

Fig. 9. 12 4o 
Measured asymmetries for several transitions in C and Ca. The 

curves are visual guides. 

Fig. 10. Optical-model predictions of the elastic scattering cross sections. 

The parameters are those o:f.Table II; no coupling was included. 

Fig. 11. Optical-model predictions of elastic scattering polarization. The 

parameters are those of Table II; no coupling was included. 

Fig. 12. Coupled-channels calculations of the elastic scattering polarization. 

The rotational and first-order vibrational model curves assume a 82 of 
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0.49. The curve labeled DWBA was calculated with a S
2 

of 0.01 with the 

coupled-channels program. 

Fig. 13. Coupled-channels calculations of the elastic scattering cross 

sections. The deformation parameters are the same as for Fig. 12. 

Fig. 14. (A) CC rotational-model prediction, type II DSO, S2 = 0.49. 

(B) 1) DWBA predictio¥, type II DSO. 2) DWBA prediction, full Thomas 

spin-orbit term. 3) CC rotational-model prediction, type II DSO, 

S2 = 0.49. (C) 1) DWBA prediction, type I DSO. 2) CC vibrational

model prediction, first order, type I DSO, S2 = 0.49. 3). CC vibrational

model prediction, second-order, type I DSO, S2 = 0.49. 

Fig. 15. Predictions of the asymmetry for the 1.77-MeV 2+ state in 
28

si. 

1) CC rotational-model prediction, type II DSO, S2 = 0.55. 2) Same as 

1) but s2 = -0.55. 3) cc vibrational-model predictions, second order, 

type I DSO, S2 = 0.55, S4 = 0.33. 

Fig. 16. Predicted cross section for the 2~ state of 
24

Mg; the CC rotational

model was used with s2 = 0.49. 

Fig. 17. Predicted cross section for the 2~ state of 28si; the CC rotational

model was used with s2 = -0.55, s4 = 0.33. 

Fig. 18. + 24 Predicted asymmetries for the 4
1 

state of Mg. (A) CC rotational-

model prediction, type II DSO, S2 = 0~49. (B) 1) CC rotational-model 

prediction, type II DSO, S2 = 0.49, s 4 = 0.30. 2) CC vibrational-model 

calculation, type I DSO, one-phonon state, S2 = 0.49, S4 = 0.30. 3) CC 

vibrational-model calculation, type I DSO, two-phonon state, S2 = 0.49. '· 
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Fig. 19. Predicted asymmetries for the 4~ state of 28si. (A) CC 

rotational-model prediction~ t~e II DSO, S2 = -0.55, S4 = 0.33. 

(B) 1) DWBA prediction, type I DSO term. 2) DWBA prediction, 

full Thomas spin-orbit term. 

Fig. 20. Predicted cross section for the 4~ state in 24Mg; the CC rotational 

model was used with S2 = 0.49. 

Fig. 21. Predicted cross section for the 4~ state in 28si; the CC rotational 

model was used with S2 = -0.55, s4 = 0.33. 

Fig. 22. Microscopic-model predictions of the asymmetry and cross section for 

- 40 the 31 state in Ca, calculated by R. Schaeffer. 

Fig. 23. Microscopic-model predictions of the asymmetry and cross section for 

- 40 
the 5 state in · Ca, calculated by R. Schaeffer. 

Fig. 24. DWBA predictions of the asymmetries for the 3~ and 5~ states in 

40ca with FT and type I DSO terms. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

~---- _____ B._ Assumes any liabilities with _respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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